Tim McLachlan has been associated with

saddlery all his life. From a boy lending a hand at
his Grandfather’s saddlery, Tim has now been a
qualified saddler for 30 years, and with his wife
Maree established TPM Saddles in 2010.
Every TPM Saddle is hand made with Tim’s
craftsmanship seen in each and every one. Not only
does Tim produce some of the finest saddles around,
when it comes to Campdrafting, he competes
using nothing but TPM Saddles.
When it comes to TPM Saddles,
Tim’s philosophy is simple...

“Made by Campdrafters for Campdrafters”
The success of TPM Saddles has been achieved by
Quality - won’t be compromised
Reliability - product delivered on time
Value - best “value for money” saddles on the market
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Contact Tim McLachlan
M: 0422 326 283
P: (07) 3201 2658
E: tim@tpmsaddles.com.au
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HUON SMITH SIGNATURE

HUON SMITH DRAFTER

TP DRAFTER

Designed as the ultimate competition saddle.
Has a full seamed padded seat with stitched knee
pads. Ean Rice off-set irons and your choice of brass
or stainless steel fittings. Available in chocolate,
chestnut or a combination of both.

The Huon Smith Drafter has been designed as a
competition saddle to put the rider in the correct
balanced position. The extra comfort for the rider
is provided by the seamed seat. The spring bars
are set to allow the rider plenty of freedom to
put their feet where they need to be.

The TP Drafter, Tim’s personal favourite, with a slick
seat gives the rider more feel for their horse as the
seat gets them as close as possible to their horse.
Although this is a hard seat the shape, depth and
extra dish ensures an extremely comfortable ride.

Optional Extras:

- Flank girth rigging
- Flank girth and billets
- Padded seat

Optional Extras:
- Sheepskin lining

- Basket stamping

- Flank girth rigging
- Flank girth and billets

- Sheepskin lining
- Basket stamping

Optional Extras:
- Sheepskin lining
- Basket stamping

All saddles come fully
mounted, built with
spring bars, on a semi
quarter horse tree

Chestnut

Chocolate

TP Drafter with
Padded seat

